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Mediterranean fruit fly (Medfly) is considered to be one of the most destructive
invasive pests. It is highly polyphagus and widely spread across the world. It has
invaded Florida multiple times and each time required costly eradication. Should it
become established, it would cause enormous damage to Florida’s biggest industry –
agriculture. Extensive transportation links through both passenger and cargo, and the
state’s mild climate make Florida highly susceptible to the arrival and establishment of
new pests. The surveillance resources at its borders however are limited. Therefore,
making use of existing information to guide the tailoring and targeting of inspection
efforts at ports of entry is vital. Analyses that can aid the identification of both routes and
times of year when the long distance movement of the pest is more likely to occur are
presented herein. The assessment is based on a combination of seasonal Medfly
suitability maps with statistics on the seasonal patterns of cargo and passenger
transportation characteristics. I identify seasonally changing risks of Medfly importation
from various origin points depending on the frequency, volume and infestation potential
of transported commodities, modeled air passenger flow volumes, as well as the
12

destination port of entry in Florida. Presented study identifies the times of year, ports of
entry and origin countries with the highest relative risks of Medfly arrival, based on
available information. I demonstrate how risk indicators for Medfly arrival change
seasonally and therefore underscore the need for information that can guide allocation
of resources at the ports of entry.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Biological invasions have always been part of natural processes. Species were
colonizing new habitats following major disturbances and changes in climate via natural
means of spread – wind, terrestrial or aquatic migration. Today however, distance and
travel time pose much lower constraints to species migration than they did several
centuries ago. Continued globalization, trade liberalization and increasing passenger
traffic play a facilitating role in the movement of various biological organisms between
even distant geographic regions at unprecedented pace. Transport network expansion
provides fast connections and gateways into new regions for the spread of exotic
species, and therefore results in inevitable increases in pest arrival rates for many
countries (Mack et al. 2000; Drake and Lodge 2004; Tatem and Hay 2007; Hulme et al.
2008; Varela et al. 2008; Floerl et al. 2009; Perry and Vice 2009).
How often a species is transported and how many individuals survive are
recognized as important correlates of establishment success (Lockwood et al. 2005;
Hulme et al. 2008; Colunga-Garcia et al. 2009; Lockwood et al. 2009). “Propagule
pressure” is widely considered in invasion studies as the combined effect of the
numbers of individuals involved in the colonization event (propagule size) and the
number of discrete events of colonization (propagule number) (Lockwood et al. 2005).
Climate has been identified as another important factor that not only contributes to
chances of exotic pest survival upon arriving to new destination, but also drives its
population dynamics in its established range (Escudero‐Colomar et al. 2008; Lockwood
et al. 2009). It influences host plant availability, potential generation time, as well as
seasonality and overwintering potential determined by the intensity and duration of low
14

temperatures. Despite the importance of these two factors, analyses on the potential
role of far-reaching transport networks combined with climatic similarity in biological
invasions remain few (Drake and Lodge 2004; Tatem et al. 2006b; Tatem et al. 2006c;
Tatem et al. 2006d; Tatem et al. 2006a; Tatem and Hay 2007).
Among a variety of pests, insect pest species are of especially high concern for
the health of agriculture and the environment. It is estimated that worldwide, insect
pests destroy approximately 14% of all potential food production, despite the yearly
application of more than 3000 million kilograms of pesticides (Pimentel et al. 2005). The
Mediterranean fruit fly, Ceratitis capitata (Medfly) (Wiedemann) is considered one of the
world’s most destructive pests with over 250 hosts and limits a country’s ability to ship
commodities internationally (Papadopoulos et al. 2001b; Papadopoulos et al. 2001a;
Papadopoulos et al. 2002). It originated from sub-Saharan Africa and subsequently
invaded parts of southern Europe, Central and South America, the South Pacific Islands
and Australia (Gasperi et al. 2002). The Medfly poses a serious economic threat to
fresh fruit and vegetable production in many states of the US. Some of the main host
plants include avocado, banana, bittermelon, carambola, coffee, guava, mango,
papaya, peppers and persimmon and citrus (Weems Jr 1981; Liquido et al. 1990;
Liebhold et al. 2006). The pest has been established for about a century in Hawaii and
despite continuous and costly eradication efforts, repeatedly reintroduced into two
states: California and Florida (Carey 1996; Jang 2007). It has the potential for
tremendous economic damage and eradication costs are hugely expensive. It is
estimated that the cost of each of its previous multiple incursions into the US
(eradication and industry loss) ranged from $300,000 to $200 million and the cost of
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potential establishment is estimated at $821 million or more per year (APHIS 1992).
Medfly outbreaks in California during the past 25 years have cost taxpayers nearly $500
million, while the Medfly outbreak in Florida's Tampa Bay region in 1997 resulted in $25
million spent on eradication (Cross 2004). Frequent Medfly invasions in the US have
been attributed to propagule pressure (Liebhold et al. 2006). Invasions of Medfly are
most likely due to multiple introductions, which allow the maintenance and
enhancement of genetic variability in the adventive populations, resulting in improved
potential invasiveness (Malacrida et al. 2007). Except for a small Medfly infestation in
Texas, all Medfly detections in the continental United States have occurred in Florida
and California. The insect was first found in Florida in 1929, and first detected in
California in 1975. Since that time, multiple infestations have occurred, and while some
researchers believe it is continuously reintroduced into the state of California (Liebhold
et al. 2006), some claim that Medfly might be already established there (Carey 1991;
Carey 1996). Without control measures, Florida could sustain high Medfly populations
because of both favorable climate and availability of preferred hosts throughout the
year.
The seasonal population occurrence of Medfly is well documented in regional
studies from several areas of the world (Harris and Olalquiaga 1991; Harris et al. 1993;
Israely et al. 1997; Katsoyannos et al. 1998; Mavrikakis et al. 2000; Papadopoulos et al.
2001a; Maelzer et al. 2004; Israely et al. 2005; Escudero‐Colomar et al. 2008; MartínezFerrer et al. 2010). Some of these studies relate seasonality to temperature and the
ability of the Medfly to overwinter in the areas studied. Others link seasonality also to
the rainy or dry seasons, or particular host availability (Sciarretta and Trematerra 2011).
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Medfly development has been shown to have a linear relationship with temperature
(Duyck and Quilici 2002) and development thresholds have been recorded for all four
life stages of the insect (Grout and Stoltz 2007). However, it is known that the pest is
capable of adapting to a wide range of climates and the larvae can overwinter inside of
certain fruit hosts (Papadopoulos et al. 1996). Escudero-Colomar et al. (2008) surveyed
annual Medfly population development in Northern Spanish orchards, illustrating the
strong seasonal pattern in its occurrence.
Evidence exists that not only pest population dynamics, but also exotic pest
arrival rates and commodity movements show seasonal patterns (Dobbs and Brodel
2004; Caton et al. 2006; McCullough et al. 2006; Tatem and Hay 2007; Tatem 2009).
An understanding of the processes that govern insect pest species movements is of
central importance in building evidence-based border surveillance and control strategies
to minimize their adverse impacts (Floerl and Inglis 2005; Venette et al. 2010). Pest
Risk Assessment (PRA) guidelines outlined by the Secretariat of the International Plant
Protection Convention (IPPC) in the International Standards for Phytosanitary Measures
(ISPM) consider multiple risk factors, however are not concerned about how these
factors are changing seasonally in a calendar year and what the interannual variation in
these factors is. This thesis aims to explore the relationship between seasonal
variations of these factors that are likely to interact and produce variability in seasonal
Medfly interception risk at the points of entry to Florida. With limited funds available for
surveillance and control, multidisciplinary approaches can aid the identification of both
routes and times of year when the long distance movement of pest species are most
likely to occur, facilitating the targeting of resources.
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CHAPTER 2
GLOBAL SEASONAL POTENTIAL DISTRIBUTION OF MEDITERRANEAN FRUIT FLY
CERATITIS CAPITATA
Background
Invasive alien species are directly associated with biodiversity loss, ecosystem
service changes, and negative impacts on human health, agriculture, forestry and
fisheries. In Europe alone, these losses and impacts are estimated to cost at least EUR
12 billion per year (Riccardo Scalera et al. 2012). The Mediterranean fruit fly, Ceratitis
capitata (Wiedemann), commonly referred to as Medfly, is considered one of the world’s
most destructive pests. It is a highly polyphagus species, able to feed on over 300 hosts
and known to be capable of adapting to a wide range of climates (Liquido et al. 1990;
Papadopoulos et al. 2001b; Papadopoulos et al. 2001a). It causes significant damage to
fruits and vegetables, and its economic impacts are substantial. It is a quarantine pest
and countries with established Medfly populations have significant trade barriers
imposed on their exports, as in the case of Argentina, where Medfly was first detected in
the orchards of Buenos Aires at the beginning of 19th century and is currently well
established in most regions of the country (Vera et al. 2002; Segura et al. 2004; Ovruski
et al. 2010). Some countries, including New Zealand, Chile and Belize were successful
in Medfly eradication (EPPO 2009).
Comprehensive global information on Medfly occurrence, both in terms of spatial
and temporal presence, is crucial for understanding not only the current and historical
extent of its presence, but also the conditions where it is able to survive and areas
susceptible to potential invasion. For similar reasons, it is also essential to track


A version of this chapter is under review for publication: Szyniszewska AM and Tatem AJ: Global
seasonal potential distribution of Mediterranean fruit fly Ceratitis capitata. PLOS ONE Under Review
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historical spread routes and the history of invasion. Occurrence records with temporal
reference are important for understanding the drivers of Medfly seasonal population
dynamics, which can be valuable for guiding eradication and control strategies. CABI
and EPPO maintain the official global records on where Medfly is established. Both
sources define this at the country scale and in some cases, on the provincial scale
(CABI 2000; EPPO 2001, 2009). There are no widely-available current expert opinion
maps defining the environmental range of known Medfly occurrence.
Recent years have seen a handful of studies aiming to define the potential
distribution of Medfly. In a study by De Meyer et al. (De Meyer et al. 2008), a genetic
algorithm for rule-set prediction (GARP) and principal component analysis (PCA) were
used to estimate the potential geographical range of Medfly using native range
distributional data derived from a database maintained by the Royal Museum for Central
Africa. This data was complemented by non-native range information gathered from the
literature and electronic resources. Outputs showed areas of high and low suitability for
Medfly presence globally without providing information on what constituted the threshold
for such categories, or any seasonal changes. CLIMEX
(http://www.csiro.au/solutions/ps1h3) was used in a different study to assess the
seasonal and year-to-year variation in climatic suitability for Medfly worldwide with
emphasis on Argentina and Australia (Vera et al. 2002). No occurrence data was used
for the modeling, but rather parameters of its population dynamics were used,
specifically a CLIMEX growth index derived from a study of Medfly populations in
Thessaloniki. Gutierrez and Ponti (2011) also assessed the invasive potential of Medfly
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in California and Arizona using GRASS-GIS, based on age-structured dynamics of
Medfly life stages and temperature variability in the region.
It is well documented in regional studies from several areas of the world that
Medfly has a highly seasonal pattern to its population dynamics (Harris and Olalquiaga
1991; Harris et al. 1993; Israely et al. 1997; Katsoyannos et al. 1998; Mavrikakis et al.
2000; Papadopoulos et al. 2001a; Maelzer et al. 2004; Escudero‐Colomar et al. 2008;
Martínez-Ferrer et al. 2010). However, spatiotemporal datasets to quantify these
patterns on a global scale have yet to be assembled, while previous global mapping of
the suitability for Medfly presence has not accounted for seasonal shifts. Here I present
the results of a study that has focused on constructing the most comprehensive
database on confirmed Medfly occurrence records, the timing of these records and their
locations. Moreover, information on hosts, life stages and capture method were also
recorded. Finally, seasonally-varying gridded environmental variables were linked to
these presence records in a niche modeling framework to produce predictions of the
annual and seasonal distributions of suitability for Medfly presence on a global scale,
with an aim of identifying regions that can be potential risk areas for Medfly invasions
depending on the season.
Data and Methods
There is significant information available in the literature regarding the biology,
environmental preferences and Medfly occurrence, which is valuable in terms of
building a comprehensive, multidisciplinary understanding of the various biotic and
abiotic variables that govern its seasonal population dynamics (Harris et al. 1993; Vera
et al. 2002; Israely et al. 2005; De Meyer et al. 2008; Carey 2011). The seasonal
dynamics of Medfly populations are well documented in regional studies from several
20

areas of the world (Harris and Olalquiaga 1991; Harris et al. 1993; Israely et al. 1997;
Katsoyannos et al. 1998; Mavrikakis et al. 2000; Papadopoulos et al. 2001a; Maelzer et
al. 2004; Escudero‐Colomar et al. 2008; Martínez-Ferrer et al. 2010).
Occurrence data
Occurrence data for Ceratitis capitata were searched for in online open-access
museum collections data, published articles, reports and conference proceedings. The
literature search resulted in 158 publications and reports containing potential data to be
reviewed. Of these publications, 101 contained information about Medfly occurrence
that could be geolocated, and 64 contained information about the month when Medfly
was observed. A database was constructed to store these data and it contains current,
temporal and historical data pertaining to Medfly presence. For each entry, information
about the author, year and type of publication, country, two administrative levels and
locality, georeferenced location and source of coordinates, the quality of information
about the location, year and month of the occurrence record, sampling technique,
developmental stage of Medfly and host plant were recorded. This data record protocol
was built upon that pioneered for recent studies of malaria vectors worldwide (Sinka et
al. 2010a; Sinka et al. 2010b; Hay et al. 2010; Sinka et al.). Locations of Medfly
observations were georeferenced, either based on coordinates included in the source
material or dependent on the name of the location found in the source. Additional
supporting sources of information on the recorded presence of Medfly were obtained
from the Global Biodiversity Information Facility (GBIF http://data.gbif.org), Belgian
Biodiversity Platform (BeBIF www.biodiversity.be) and the Royal Museum of Central
Africa (De Meyer et al. 2008).
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Covariates used in modeling
A suite of environmental variables was constructed in preparation for use in niche
modeling. Medfly is known to be sensitive to climate, and its main limitation in
development is low temperature that may hinder its ability to overwinter, plus high
precipitation which may have an adverse impact on the pupae development in the soil
(Israely et al. 1997; Papadopoulos et al. 2001a). It is unable to overwinter at high
altitudes on the fringes of suitable areas, and its dynamics are linked to the availability
of hosts (Israely et al. 2004; Escudero‐Colomar et al. 2008). Given these factors, I
obtained land surface temperature (LST) and normalized difference vegetation index
(NDVI) images from the Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) satellite
sensor. The products are available at 8x8km spatial resolution for over 20-years time
series and downloadable via the Goddard Flight Center’s Web Site
(http://daac.gsfc.nasa.gov/). Digital elevation model data (DEM) were obtained from the
Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) (http://www2.jpl.nasa.gov/srtm/). Finally,
annual and quarterly average, minimum and maximum precipitation data were derived
from the Worldclim database (http://www.worldclim.org/). The data represent
interpolated rainfall measures derived from the world-wide network of weather stations
for the time period of 1950-2000 (Hijmans et al. 2005).
All of the gridded datasets underwent a number of processing steps prior to
being used in modeling (Hay et al. 2006; Sinka et al. 2010b; Hay et al. 2010). Each
gridded dataset was processed to ensure that the size, location and extent matched for
every layer. For datasets where the remotely sensed information was multi-temporal,
Fourier analysis was used to ordinate the data by decomposing the temporal signal into
an additive series of harmonics of different seasonal frequencies (Hay et al. 2006; Sinka
22

et al. 2010a; Sinka et al. 2010b; Hay et al. 2010; Sinka et al.). All of the gridded
datasets were resampled to produce matching extents and a grid cell size of 5km x
5km. The layers used in the modeling here do not include locations above 59оN, which
is likely well beyond the northern limit of Medfly suitability anyway.
All of the data layers were tested for pairwise Pearson correlation prior to building
and running the model. Although MaxEnt is known to be a stable model in the face of
correlated variables (Elith et al. 2011), those with the high correlation coefficients (r >=
0.85) were excluded from the analysis. These were average precipitation and LST in the
general model, and average precipitation in the seasonal model. Average LST was
removed from the first season, average LST of the coldest month was removed from the
second season and the average LST of the warmest month remained as a covariate
only in the first season model.
Choice of seasons
The year was divided into three Medfly-relevant seasons for seasonal mapping to
strike a balance between ensuring that the seasonal variation in Medfly population
dynamics was captured, and having sufficient data points to produce reliable maps for
each time period. Dividing year according to calendar seasons did not correspond well
with the activity of Medflies, especially in the northern hemisphere, where the seasonal
differences tend to be most pronounced due to a larger proportion of land located in
higher latitudes. On the northern limits of the Medfly distribution, the pest tends to be
inactive between January and April (pupates in the soil), and the onset of activity starts
anywhere between May and August, depending on location and condition in a particular
year. The peak of Medfly activity is observed in the fall –usually between September
and November, and a sharp decline is observed between November and December.
23

This led us to divide the year into three seasons (January-April, May-August and
September-December), which is both significant from the phenological point of view for
Medfly, and at the same time preserves some common environmental characteristics of
the seasons.
Maximum entropy modeling
The Maximum Entropy Modeling tool (MaxEnt version 3.3.3k) was used to map
the potential distribution of Medfly. The model estimates species’ potential distributions
by finding the maximum entropy distribution, in other words, distribution closest to
uniform (Elith et al. 2006; Phillips et al. 2006). In the model, the environmental values
found at the occurrence localities impose certain constraints on the output distribution.
The constraints are expressed as simple functions of the environmental variables called
features, and each feature in the model should have a mean close to the empirical
average. The model looks for a set of probability distributions that satisfy the
constraints and chooses the most unconstrained one (Phillips et al. 2006). In the logistic
output of the model, every grid square has an assigned value between 0 and 100, which
represents the relative suitability of species occurrence.
There were many reasons that dictated the choice of this model. Most
importantly, in a review of 16 species modeling methods, MaxEnt was among the best
performing methods when evaluated using the AUC and correlation statistics (Elith et al.
2006). Secondly, the method holds a strict mathematical definition and can
accommodate diverse types of predictor variables - both categorical and continuous.
Moreover, it does not require absence data, can handle a relatively low sample size and
gives a simple to interpret continuous output. Finally, the method is well documented
and available for free download (http://www.cs.princeton.edu/~schapire/maxent).
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The default MaxEnt model parameters have been calibrated on a wide range of
data (a convergence threshold of 10-5, a maximum iteration value of 500 and the
maximum number of background points as 10000). These settings are recommended to
achieve good model performance for species at ecological equilibrium (Phillips and
Dudík 2008). Because Medfly is an invasive organism, I modified these settings to
better predict the nature of the potential niche of an invader. The convergence threshold
was left at the default of 10-5 and the number of iterations was increased to 5000 to
allow the model adequate time for convergence and avoid under- or over-prediction of
the relationships. I explored the choice of features and increased model regularization.
MaxEnt allows various feature types to be used by default (if there are enough sample
points on species presence available), which results in complex functions. Using less or
only one feature is recommended for simpler models and I chose hinge features which
allow the model to fit nonlinear functions of varying complexity, but without the sudden
steps of threshold features (Elith et al. 2011). Increased regularization parameters
increase the degree of level smoothing, however the AUC score of the model was
consequently declining with increased regularization. Therefore, Ileft the regularization
setting at the default of 1. The output maps illustrate the mean results of the replicated
runs. There are no precise scientific guidelines that dictate the choice of settings, so my
choice was based on a visual assessment of their influence on the partial dependence
plots, AUC scores and the prediction maps.
The logistic habitat-suitability output values were used for the model output which
is simple to interpret (probability range of occurrence between 0 and 1). The model
estimates the relative influence of each variable used in the prediction. It is scaled so
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the sum of the relative influence of each variable adds to 100, with higher numbers
indicating stronger contribution on the outcome (Elith et al. 2008). In the case where
multiple Medfly presence points in my constructed database were registered at a single
location, only one record was used in the MaxEnt modeling. Only points of occurrence
and sources from 1980 onwards were taken into consideration to build the models.
By default, MaxEnt selects its own background samples from the entire study
region, which implies that this entire space is available to species and surveillance (Elith
et al. 2010). Another option is to include a mask that will allow MaxEnt to choose a
background sample only from pre-selected areas. In the case of Medfly these could be
areas that are accessible for Medfly – where the species currently is present and no
eradication efforts are currently ongoing, and no quarantine measures against Medfly
are in place. It could also include areas that were accessible to Medfly over decades.
Finally, the mask could help represent the sampling bias of Medfly presence records,
however this was not feasible here as the data comes from various sources over long
temporal scales. Since the goal of this study was to represent Medfly potential and not
the actual niche, and also how environmental variables favorable for its presence are
changing according to the season, plus I only have political boundaries of Medfly
current presence and not expert drawn distribution maps, I did not use a mask for the
general potential niche model, but I applied a mask for the three seasonal models. The
mask was obtained by using a probability threshold of Medfly occurrence equal to or
above 0.1 from the general model. It helped to avoid overprediction of the model and
filter out areas that can only be suitable for Medfly occurrence during a few months of
the year and therefore cannot sustain populations over climatically unfavorable months.
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Model testing
The accuracy of the distribution models was evaluated by partitioning the data
within MaxEnt into training (75%) and testing (25%) subsets and performing validation
statistical analyses on each of the partitions. Each of the settings were run on 30
replicates using a subsample run type with a random seed, so that MaxEnt could
average the results from all of the models created. Firstly, the area under the Receiver
Operating Characteristic (ROC) was used to measure model performance. The plot of
the ROC curve is illustrative of the ratio of correctly classified positives to the total
number of positive cases (sensitivity) versus the false positive rate (specificity) at all
thresholds of presence-absence classification. In this case, I do not have actual
absence data in the study. Therefore, tests show whether the model classifies presence
more accurately than a random prediction. The ROC plot for a model whose predictive
ability is the equivalent of random assignment will lie near the diagonal, where the true
positive rate equals the false positive rate for all thresholds. The area under the curve
(AUC) is therefore a good measure of the overall model performance and has a
possible range of 0-1, where 0 indicates that prediction is equal to a random assignment
while an AUC score of 1 indicates a perfect presence-absence prediction. Secondly, a
threshold-dependent binomial test of omission was performed. If in a specific cell I
observe a value of 0.10 or above, that cell is classified as suitable for Medfly. This
approach transforms the prediction output from continuous into binary. The number of
Medfly suitable cells was compared to the number of cells known to have had Medfly
presence. A one tailed binomial test was used to find out whether the model
outperformed a random model predicting Medfly to be present in the same number of
cells. MaxEnt provides test statistics for binomial tests for 10 different threshold values.
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The extrinsic omission rate represented the fraction of the test localities that were
assigned into pixels which are not predicted as suitable for Medfly. Low omission rate is
highly advisable for a good model (Anderson et al. 2003).
Results
Occurrence data
The search for data on Medfly presence and absence resulted in records from 43
countries and nearly 500 unique localities. The oldest records come from 1898 and the
most recent from 2011. 171 locations contained information about the year of Medfly
occurrence, and 125 about a specific month where Medfly was observed. The majority
of the records identified Medfly occurrence at the adult stage of development, with some
in the pupae and larvae stage. Some of the most common hosts included apricots,
guava, peach, various types of citrus (mainly varieties of oranges and mandarines),
apples, fig, peach, loquat and coffee. The dominant method of recording occurrence
data was through food or trimedlure baited traps (McPhail and Jackson, but also Nadel,
Maxitrap, Steiner and Lynfield).
For the purpose of niche modeling, points with uncertain locations, duplicate
points and those collected before 1980 were removed for the analysis. Additionally, the
data were supplemented with occurrence points derived from the GBIF, BeBIF and
MCA datasets, which further increased the total number of sample points available for
niche modeling. In the annual model (produced using all geolocated points available),
463 occurrence points were used. For the seasonal models, 139 points were used for
the January through April model, 158 for May through August and 157 for September
through December. Figure 2-1 shows the locations of Medfly occurrence worldwide
obtained from all of the data sources, starting from 1980 onwards. The points where
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information about Medfly occurrence after 1980 were available are marked in red (463
unique locations), and those marked with crosses are locations that had the month of
record information on file (270 unique locations).
Environmental niche modeling
The annual Medfly niche suitability model, produced using all geolocated
occurrence records since 1980, is presented in Figure 2-2. The largest suitable areas
for Medfly presence are located in South America, eastern and southern Africa and
eastern Asia. Other suitable areas appear across a variety of climate zones, including
warm temperate and semi-tropical and tropical, mostly in coastal areas. This includes
the Mediterranean basin, Gulf of Mexico, western coast of South America and coastal
areas of India and Australia. The model prediction performs significantly better than
random with a binomial test result of p < 3.9-40. The AUC score for the training and
testing datasets is 0.882 and 0.878 respectively, representing strong predictive
performance, given the fractional predicted area of 0.307 (Table 2-3).
In the January-April and September-December models the lowest fraction of the
study area is predicted as a suitable (0.376 for Jan-Apr, 0.335 for May-Aug, and 0.336
for Sept-Dec) (Figure 2-3). In the Jan-Apr season, the least amount of land area in the
Mediterranean basin is shown as suitable for Medfly. The area surrounding the Gulf of
Mexico and Caribbean Basin, as well as the Pampa in Argentina and eastern Brazil are
predicted to be highly suitable. In Africa, the highest suitability is observed in the Sahel
belt, some parts of Abyssinia and the southern part of the continent, including
Madagascar. High suitability is also apparent in southeastern Asia, where Medfly is not
yet known to be established. The May-Aug season largely corresponds with summer in
the northern hemisphere. Consequently, the largest proportions of areas in Europe,
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North America and Asia appear as suitable, compared to the other seasons. The
expansion in predicted suitable range is also apparent in central Africa and northern
Australia. In the Sept-Dec season, the suitability is largely contained in the
Mediterranean basin in Europe, Southeast United States, but is expanded in the
southern hemisphere. The AUC scores for the training data for all the seasons are
shown in Figure 2-4 and Table 3, consistently exceeding 0.86, while for the test data it
remains above 0.84 (Figure 2-4, Table 2-3). As in the case of annual suitability model,
the seasonal predictions return extremely low p values, indicating that the models
perform significantly better than random (Table 2-3).
Relative importance of predictor variables
Table 2-4 represents the relative influence of the variables on the model. The
most significant environmental contributor appears to be temperature (minimum for the
general model and Jan-Apr season and average for the Sep-Dec season).In May-Aug
maximum precipitation appears as the most important predictor. These are followed by
NDVI, DEM and minimum precipitation.
Discussion
Medfly ecological niche suitability models were constructed here using the most
comprehensive dataset on its occurrence assembled to date. The distribution model
outputs represent the first global assessment of the seasonally changing potential
distribution of Medfly, illustrating the significant shifts in environmental suitability that
occurs throughout a typical year. Previous mapping has rarely addressed these
seasonal variations, and the output maps provide a basis for global assessments of
shifting invasion risks.
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The database assembled here includes the greatest number of geolocated
Medfly occurrence data points compared with any other dataset available. It also
includes a new level of detail regarding Medfly presence including the sampling method,
host type and relative abundance of Medfly presence in different months. In terms of
data coverage, Medfly presence is relatively well documented in Mediterranean Europe,
but most data from the Middle East comes from Israel, with little information available
from other countries in the region. While there does exist comprehensive data on the
native range of Medfly across most of Africa, few records are available from the
northern part of the continent. Central and South America generally have sparse
coverage, with Argentina being an exception, where many comprehensive studies were
performed and a large number of occurrence data is available. Only around 25% of
records gathered include information about the month of Medfly occurrence. Given the
environmental sensitivity of the species and the resultant significant seasonality in
distributions and abundance, future studies should ideally prioritize the collection and
assembly of such valuable temporal information.
The mapping outputs presented here identify areas of similar environmental
suitability to those where Medfly has been found previously, both across a typical
average year and by season. Some areas identified as highly suitable of course do not
have Medfly population established at present and this may be a result of either lack of
introduction, eradication efforts or presence of another dominant species, like in the
case of eastern Australia, where the Queensland fruit fly has displaced Medfly
(Dominiak and Daniels 2012). The seasonal prediction maps reflect changes in the
environmental suitability for Medfly, and it should be noted that while the insect may be
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able survive in the regions shown to be suitable for one or two of the three seasons
mapped, it will likely not be able to become established, due to unsuitable conditions for
the remainder of the year.
The global annual suitability model presented here can be compared with two
previous published studies on Medfly range. The most recent was performed using two
approaches: a genetic algorithm for rule-set prediction (GARP) and principal component
analysis (PCA) (De Meyer et al. 2008). A comprehensive native and non-native dataset
on Medfly occurrence was compiled and used in modeling, together with eight
environmental covariates consisting of temperature and precipitation parameters. In the
model output areas of “high” and “low” suitability indicated by various shades of gray
were presented, but thresholds for the division between them were not specified. The
GARP model was judged to perform better by the authors; therefore I compare the
results to the GARP output. It is noticeable that the MaxEnt annual model presented
here tends to be more conservative and return a narrower range of Medfly suitability. It
is particularly apparent in Africa and Australia. The models show less agreement in
terms of suitability in Americas and good agreement on the suitability in Europe and
Asia. Another previous study used CLIMEX to predict Medfly’s suitable niche (Vera et
al. 2002). This model inferred the climatic conditions it can tolerate, based on the
CLIMEX Growth Index. Additional modeling was then performed incorporating the effect
of irrigation on Medfly abundance. Suitability was illustrated by 3 different suitability
indices represented by various sized dots. In this case, the MaxEnt annual model
presented here shows substantially closer agreement in terms of the most suitable
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areas in both the Americas and Europe, while it shows a more constrained suitability
range in Africa, Australia and Asia.
Significant uncertainties in the outputs presented here remain. The models have
been built on the most comprehensive dataset of Medfly presence points yet
assembled, but this still has a limited amount of data in many parts of the world.
Moreover, the data are often lacking consistency in sampling methodology and possibly
subject to errors in spatial and temporal referencing that are difficult to track. Further,
while a detailed set of global seasonal environmental covariate datasets has been
assembled and utilized in the modeling here, there are many factors that influence
Medfly presence and abundance for which global spatial data do not exist – these
include, for example, the distribution of competitor species, the distribution of host
plants, control method coverage and produce movement patterns. Spatial data on these
would likely improve modeling output fidelity and tackle some of the unexplained
variance seen. Despite these caveats, the output maps represent one of the most
comprehensive attempts to model the potential distribution and the first attempt to
model the seasonal environmental suitability of one of the World’s most economically
damaging pest species.
Due to continuous efforts towards its elimination in many countries and trade and
custom regulations that aim at reducing the risk of its importation, the presence of
Medfly is not necessarily continuous across a region, but fragmented. To get a better
picture of the seasonal aspects of Medfly activity, the outputs presented here need to be
matched and adjusted to known Medfly suitability areas, where the pest could
overwinter and become established. Future work will aim to tackle this and link the
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seasonal distribution maps presented here with seasonally changing commodity
movement and human travel data to work towards building predictive models of Medfly
importation risk and how it likely changes seasonally. The analyses presented here
have shown how the suitability for Medfly changes throughout a typical year, but the
riskiest movements of people and commodities for Medfly importation to suitable areas
also change seasonally, and assessing reliably the risk of both Medfly importation and
establishment should account for both. Such approaches can likely aid surveillance
planning in prioritizing limited resources.
Conclusions
Very few studies exist on the seasonal modeling of species distributions, and
these studies are usually performed on local or regional scales. For species that are
highly sensitive to environmental conditions that display strong seasonal patterns in
distributions and abundances, seasonal modeling of environmental suitability can be
crucial in terms of understanding and predicting when and where a pest is most likely to
be at the peak of its population activity, potentially informing targeted surveillance at
borders. Continued effort in gathering information about Medfly occurrence locations,
not only in spatial terms, but recording activity on seasonal scales, can serve as a tool
to understand the spatio-temporal population dynamics of the species. Increasing
numbers of tools are available to model species potential distributions, and with finer
resolutions of global spatial environmental datasets as well as ever increasing
computing power to handle such large datasets more accurate prediction of species
potential distributions can likely be performed. Even the most robust methods however,
are limited in their performance where occurrence data is incomplete or scarce.
Continued efforts to document Medfly and other pest species presence and make such
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records available are therefore essential for improvement of our understanding and
prediction of their distributions.
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Table 2-1. Data sets used in the development of ecological niche models, including
source and spatial resolution.
Variables in the annual model
Source
Spatial Resolution
Maximum land surface temperature (LST) AVHRR
5 km
Minimum LST
AVHRR
5 km
Maximum LST
AVHRR
5 km
Elevation
SRTM
5 km
Minimum monthly precipitation total
WorldClim
5 km
Maximum monthly precipitation total
WorldClim
5 km
Mean NDVI
AVHRR
5 km

Table 2-2. The list of the data sets used in the development of seasonal ecological
niche models.
Variables in the seasonal model
Source
Spatial
Seasonal
Resolution Model
Average LST in the season
AVHRR
5 km
2, 3
Average LST of the coldest month in the season
AVHRR
5 km
1, 3
Average LST of the warmest month in the season AVHRR
5 km
1
Elevation
SRTM
5 km
1, 2, 3
Precipitation total of the wettest month
WorldClim 5 km
1, 2, 3
Precipitation total of the driest month
WorldClim 5 km
1, 2, 3
Average quarterly NDVI in the season
AVHRR
5 km
1, 2, 3

Table 2-3. Model accuracy scores.
Model
General
No. of points
463
Mean training AUC
0.882
Mean test AUC
0.878
Test AUC standard
deviation
0.012
Mean fractional predicted
area
0.307
Training omission rate
0.097
Test omission rate
0.118
p value
3.948-40
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Jan-Apr
139
0.891
0.855

May-Aug
158
0.866
0.848

Sep-Dec
157
0.881
0.853

0.025

0.025

0.022

0.376
0.098
0.165
2.495-9

0.335
0.098
0.130
3.795-10

0.336
0.098
0.161
1.154-8

Table 2-4. Relative influence of the contribution of the variables to the model.
Variable
DEM
LST min
LST max
LST avg
Prec min
Prec max
NDVI
Mask

General
7.4
63.7
23.3
0.8
2.8
2
-

Jan-Apr
7.9
32.5
5.8
9.1
5.9
8.4
30.4
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May-Aug
10.2
4.2
3.5
24.7
18.1
39.3

Sep-Dec
6.1
3.4
17.4
1.1
14.5
8.8
48.6

Figure 2-1. Occurrence data for Ceratitis capitata used in the study. Countries/regions
where Medfly is present are colored with yellow and where it is currently
under eradication are marked with green (EPPO 2009).
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Figure 2-2. Global environmental suitability for Medfly as predicted by MaxEnt model.
Blue, purple and red colors show high confidence in predicted suitability,
while yellow represents low confidence and predicted absence.
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Figure 2-3. 3-panel seasonal maps showing the environmental suitability for Ceratitis
capitata occurrence annually according to the MaxEnt model.
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Figure 2-4. ROC curves representing mean AUC (red line) and mean +/- one standard
deviation (blue field). Black line represents random prediction.
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CHAPTER 3
ANALYZING MEDITERRANEAN FRUIT FLY SEASONAL IMPORTATION RISK
INDICATORS THROUGH COMMODITY IMPORT TRAFFIC TO FLORIDA
Background
According to the International Maritime Organization, approximately 90% of world
trade is carried by sea (IMO 2011). About 75% by value of non-North American trade to
and from the US is shipped via cargo container (Willis and Ortiz 2004). Previous studies
have shown that shipping can serve as a prominent human-mediated pathway for
invasive species, pathogens and disease vector dispersal (Levine and D’Antonio 2003;
Colizza et al. 2006; Tatem et al. 2006a; Meyerson and Mooney 2007; Westphal et al.
2008; Floerl et al. 2009; Tatem 2009; Toy and Newfield 2010; Seebens et al. 2013).
Manufactured and agricultural goods, associated packaging material, cargo containers,
airline baggage, mail and ship ballast water are examples of exotic pest pathways
facilitated by air and ship transport (Dobbs and Brodel 2004; Work et al. 2005; Caton et
al. 2006; McCullough et al. 2006; Drake and Lodge 2007; Colunga-Garcia et al. 2009).
Historical examples of invasions include Aedes aegypti introduction from West Africa
enabling yellow fever epidemics in some of the port locations of North America in the
two last centuries (Tatem et al. 2006c). Another prominent event was the accidental
introduction of the main African malaria vector, Anopheles gambiae, to Brazil in 1930,
which resulted in extensive malaria epidemics, costing 16,000 lives and around 3 billion
USD (modern day estimate) in healthcare, drugs and the vector eradication program
(Killeen et al. 2002). Modern container ships facilitated numerous alien mosquito
species introductions including Aedes albopictus, a vector of multiple arboviruses
including dengue, yellow and West Nile fever (Hawley 1988; Reiter 1998; Lounibos
2002; Tatem et al. 2006a), as well as chikungunya, for which it caused a recent
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outbreak in northern Italy (Rezza et al. 2007; Tatem et al. 2012). It is believed that the
Dutch elm disease arrived to the UK from Canada via the shipment of Rock Elm
(Brasier and Gibbs 1973). Moreover, the invasive pathogen pine wilt disease has most
likely spread across the world via contaminated wood in ships (Webster and Mota
2008). The risk and rates of non-indigenous organism introductions is apparently
increasing each year as global trade and travel continue to increase (Levine and
D’Antonio 2003; Simberloff 2005).
Among a variety of pests, insect pest species are of especially high concern for
the health of agriculture and the environment. It is estimated that worldwide, insect
pests destroy approximately 14% of all potential food production, despite the yearly
application of more than 3000 million kilograms of pesticides (Pimentel 2007).
Mediterranean fruit fly, Ceratitis capitata (Medfly) (Wiedemann) is considered one of the
world’s most destructive pests with over 250 hosts, and is present in Europe, the
Americas, Australia and the Pacific region, including Hawaii (Liquido et al. 1990;
Papadopoulos et al. 2001b; Papadopoulos et al. 2001a; Papadopoulos et al. 2002). It
has potential for tremendous economic damage and eradication costs are expensive
(Cross 2004).
Evidence exists that exotic pest arrival rates, commodity movements and climatic
similarity between origin and destination transport network hubs show seasonal patterns
(Dobbs and Brodel 2004, Caton et al. 2006, Tatem 2007, 2009, Escudero-Colomar et
al. 2008). How often a species is transported and how many individuals survive are
recognized as important correlates of establishment success (Lockwood et al. 2005;
Lockwood et al. 2009; Colunga-Garcia et al. 2010). The seasonal population occurrence
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of Medfly is well documented in regional studies from several areas of the world (Harris
and Olalquiaga 1991, Harris et al. 1993, Israely et al. 1997, Katsoyannos et al. 1998,
Mavrikakis et al. 2000, Papadopoulos et al. 2001, Maelzer et al. 2004, EscuderoColomar et al. 2008, Martínez-Ferrer et al. 2010). Some of these studies relate
seasonality to temperature and the ability of the Medfly to overwinter in the areas
studies. Others link seasonality also to particular host availability (Sciarretta and
Trematerra 2011). Medfly development has shown a linear relationship with
temperature (Duyck and Quilici 2002) and development thresholds have been recorded
for all four life stages of the insect (Grout and Stoltz 2007). However, it is known that the
pest is capable of adapting to a wide range of climates and the larvae can overwinter
inside of certain fruit hosts (Papadopoulos et al. 1996).
Ports in Florida are one of the primary arrival sites for entry of maritime cargo to
the USA, transporting large quantities of foreign grown fruit and vegetable products.
Both state and federal agencies have a number of regulations that safeguard US
agriculture by preventing the entry of invasive plants, animal pests and diseases. These
include quarantines that prohibit entry of certain plant species, depending in some
cases on origin. Some regulations require certain plants arriving from specific origins to
be inspected upon departure at the port of embarkation. In the case of Florida, this may
also apply to shipments arriving not only from abroad, but also different states. Because
the standard of the certificate of inspections of arriving goods can vary according to the
procedures of certifying agencies, inspection of imported plants is the next level of
security. USDA-APHIS has inspected cargo and baggage arriving at US entry points
since 1972, and its predecessor conducted inspections since the early 1900s. Since
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2003 these activities are conducted by the Department of Homeland and Security
Customs and Border Protection department (DHS-CBP). Cargo shipments are
supposed to be targeted for efficient inspections based on manifest descriptions of
containers. This assessment occurs upon entry or more frequently at the departure
point, which allows inspectors more time to target those products (Wasem et al. 2004).
Resources for invasive species detection at the border tend to be limited.
Currently, only about 2% of all commodities arriving to Florida are inspected at the
border due to increasing numbers of incoming goods and limited staffing (NRC 2002;
Work et al. 2005; Magarey et al. 2009). In order to minimize the risk of entry of invasive
species, surveillance prioritization and gap identification are of crucial importance
(Kumschick et al. 2012; Bacon et al. 2012; Bradie et al. 2013). Here I propose an
approach that can aid the identification of both routes and times of year when the long
distance movement of the pest is more likely to occur. I examine seasonally changing
risk factors, including that from fruit and vegetable commodity import data, evaluate
their risk of Medfly infestation depending on host suitability, and combine them with the
information about seasonal population dynamics at the origin points. Medfly is a very
climatically-sensitive organism, therefore has seasonal dynamics in its populations.
These dynamics vary by origin location, as well as suitability for survival and
establishment within Florida. Further, commodity demands and origins vary seasonally.
Quantifying, understanding and accounting for these seasonal interactions has the
potential to provide valuable information for better guiding the tailoring of inspection and
surveillance efforts.
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Data and methods
A comprehensive search for Medfly occurrence records globally was undertaken,
and these were assembled into a database (Szyniszewska and Tatem, in review). The
database contained 2328 unique geolocated entries on Medfly presence from 43
countries and nearly 500 unique localities. Of these, 270 localities had information on
the month when Medfly was recorded. I combined these records with the two remaining
largest resources of Medfly presence worldwide – the Global Biodiversity Information
Facility (GBIF) and Museum of Central Africa (MCA). Records from 1980 until present
day were used to model seasonal environmental suitability for Medfly using Maximum
Entropy Algorithm (MaxEnt) and a set of seasonally varying environmental variables,
including minimum, mean and maximum temperature, minimum, maximum and sum of
the rainfall, normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) and digital elevation model
(DEM) (Szyniszewska and Tatem, in review). Three seasons were chosen in the study:
January-April, May-August and September-December. These particular seasons were
chosen, as they depicted well the seasonality in Medfly activity on both hemispheres
(Szyniszewska and Tatem, in review). The output of this work was used here to classify
countries to according to its infestation risk (Figure 2-3) and EPPO records from 2001
were used to classify countries as to whether Medfly is officially present. Descriptive
statistics across all grid cells per country where Medfly is known to be present were
calculated (mean x, standard deviation s and maximum max). According to these
results I classified countries as being at low risk (weight = 0.2) if x was lower or equal to
0.1, max was lower or equal to 0.8 and s was lower or equal to 0.15. Countries were
categorized as medium risk and assigned weight 0.6 if x value was less or equal to 0.3
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and max was less or equal to 0.9. In all other instances, the country was classified as
high risk and assigned risk weight was 1 (Equation 3-1, Figure 3-7).

low  0.2  x  0.1  max  0.8  s  0.15
medium  0.6  ( x  0.3  max  0.9)
high  1  x  low  medium

(3-1)

Information about the volume and type of goods imported to ports of entry in
Florida were obtained from the PPQ280 database maintained by APHIS. It provides
detailed information about land, sea and air regulated cargo arriving to the U.S.,
including the total volume of goods, ports by type, origin and date of arrival. Access to
the database for the years of 2003-2008 was provided by APHIS. Initially I considered
examining the volume and frequency of both the maritime and air cargo data, however
no hosts associated with Medfly were shown to be transported via air, and therefore this
pathway is not included in the analysis. Only the maritime commodity arrival records to
ports in Florida were used in the analysis – shipments with further destinations outside
of Florida were excluded. Moreover, only fruit and vegetable imports were considered,
as this group of goods may serve as Medfly host and therefore is most likely to be
associated with its arrival. The majority of commodities had kilogram listed as their unit
of weight; however there were a few instances where the amount of shipped cargo was
listed in boxes, or individual units. I applied a correction to these units to represent as
closely as possible to the likely weight in kilograms, so the units were uniform across all
the commodities used in the analysis.
I assigned each commodity a category for the potential to serve as a Medfly host
(k). Two sources to determine the species host potential were used: EPPO and the
Featured Creatures website maintained by the University of Florida (Thomas et al.
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2001; EPPO 2001, 2009). Commodities with heavy or main infestation risk were
classified as Main, and all other potential hosts (either occasional, unknown, laboratory)
were categorized as Occasional/Rare. Plant species not listed in any of these two
sources were classified as posing no risk of Medfly infestation (None). For each of these
respective categories, I assigned a weight to represent the potential of the commodity
being infested (None = 0, Rare/Occasional = 0.5, Main = 1). These arbitrarily chosen
weights do not represent a statistical likelihood of infestation with Medfly. There have
been few studies that have estimated the approach rates of nonindigenous species on
specific pathways associated with cargo. These can also be very dynamic and come
with a high degree of uncertainty. Due to a vast number of host species, and multiple
factors that can influence Medfly feeding preferences in diverse landscapes in a global
setting, and additionally the lack of reliable estimate of infestation rates from the
incoming cargo, assigning such weights was not feasible. The chosen weights facilitate
a simple calculation of the arriving cargo risk indicators, depending on the origin points,
season and port of entry.
For each port in Florida (i) and each origin point (l) I calculated the total cargo
volume mil. I further broke down this volume by the three seasons of interest (j) to
receive mijl. The risk indicators of commodities arriving to port i in season j were defined
as PRIij. The risk indicators for commodities arriving from an origin location l in season j
were defined as ORIjl. The risk indicator for a port i in season j from origin l are defined
as PORIijl. hk stands for a commodity host suitability, olj stands for the seasonal
suitability at the origin country, m stands for the commodity tonnage, where mijlk is the
total of commodity tonnage for a port of entry I, season j and origin l (Equation 3-2).
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In order to compare the highest volumes and risk routes with the survey results
at the border, I examined the Medfly interception data at the US ports of entry from the
Port Information Network (PIN) database which tracks interceptions in agricultural
commodities in cargo, air passenger baggage and other conveyances. The database
dates back to 1984 and was maintained by USDA-APHIS-PPQ by the year 2003.
Starting in March 2003 DHS took over the inspection activities, and PIN was renamed
as PestID. I received access to the records from the 2003-2008 time period, however I
excluded the data from 2003 due to the risk of erroneous data inputs due to major
procedural changes. The database provides very detailed information about the ports of
entry and origins and types of commodities where the pest has been found, species
name, taxonomic order, date, name of pest, the part of the plant where the pest was
found and various other information. It is limited to information about cases where an
actionable pest has been found. It is important to note, that due to lack of systematic
sampling scheme, and varying detection priorities due to changing commodities and
pests of concern and additionally lack of records of negative inspection results, these
data are not statistically valid for estimating approach rates of nonindigenous species
into US (Work et al. 2005).
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Results
The main exporters of fruits and vegetables (FV) to Florida via maritime
pathways include mainly Central and South American countries, with Costa Rica,
Honduras and Guatemala being the leaders, followed by Belize, Peru, Ecuador and
Dominican Republic (Figure 3-1). The main exporter outside this region is China. Lower
volumes of FV imports arrived from European countries and the Middle East, with the
least from the African continent (Figure 3-2). The largest share of imported FV
constitutes species classified as occasional or rare Medfly hosts. The largest volume of
imported FV classified as the main Medfly hosts arrived from Peru, Bahamas,
Guatemala, Ecuador and Haiti. The largest share of commodities classified as most
popular (main) Medfly hosts per total FV exported tonnage arrived from Bahamas, Haiti
and Peru, while relatively high absolute numbers were shipped from Guatemala.
Between all the ports of entry in Florida, Port Everglades received the highest
share of all the fruit and vegetable maritime imports to the state in the study period by
tonnage. It was followed by Miami Seaport, Tampa and Port Manatee, while the
remaining ports received significantly less tonnage of FV imports (Figure 3-3). The east
coast ports including Ft. Pierce, Miami, Fort Lauderdale/Port Everglades, West Palm
Beach and Jacksonville received the highest ratio of commodities that are the main or
occasional Medfly hosts, with Fort Pierce receiving the vast majority of imports at high
risk of Medfly infestation, due to host suitability (Figure 3-4).
There was significant variability in the tonnage of imported FV arriving to Florida
on intra-annual and interannual scales (Figure 3-5).The highest inflow of goods is
observed between January and April (with a peak in March). Consistently, the second
half of the year, corresponding to summer and fall in Florida, receives the lowest share
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of FV annually. On interannual scales I observed that the majority of years have low
interannual variability of import volume in the second half of the year. The biggest
variability was observed between December and April. This trend was persistent in
various years across all the major ports of entry in Florida (Figure 3-6).
A significant seasonality in the changing risk of Medfly potential infestation at the
origin points, mainly in Europe, but also in Australia, and some locations of South and
Central America was notable. Three seasons (January-April, May-August and
September-December) are identified in the panel of maps in Figure 3-7. In each
country, where Medfly was present according to EPPO (2001), the seasonal presence
risk is classified as low, medium and high according to presented earlier classification.
The pie-charts represent the volume and type of FV exported to Florida from various
countries. The size of the charts represents relative difference between larger and
smaller volume of the incoming commodities total. As the differences were too large to
proportionately represent them on this map, the size of circles helps to rank the
exporters but is not directly proportional to the volume of exports. The ratio in
commodities at risk that are exported from South America is subject to substantial
seasonal variability, especially in the cases of Peru, Ecuador and Colombia, when the
highest share can be observed in the first four months of the year.
Risk indicators for commodities arriving to each of the ports of entry in Florida
were calculated according to season (Table 3-1). Obtained metrics show the relative
ratio of the total number of commodities in each season that are likely to have an
increased risk of Medfly infestation. I see that the largest share of annual imports arrives
into Florida in the first season, and for Port Everglades and Miami Seaport this is also
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the month with the highest ratio of higher risk of Medfly entry. In some instances, the
calculated risk in the first trimester is extremely low, or is zero, as in the case of West
Palm Beach, Fort Pierce, Fort Lauderdale and Fernandina Beach. The port in Tampa
has very high risk values for the second and third trimester, and none for the first
trimester, where the risk is null. In several ports the risk remains very low all year round
– including West Palm Beach and Fort Pierce. The overall highest risk indicator for
Medfly importation in the study period can be seen for Panama City. Three major entry
ports sustain a relatively high risk annually, with high variability – e.g. in Tampa the risk
in the first trimester is null, while in the second is 0.48 and in the latter 0.28.
Significant variability in the risk indicators was observed for various countries of
origin (Table 3-2). For the main exporters of FV to Florida (Costa Rica, Honduras and
Guatemala), the risk is relatively high throughout the year and decreases in the last
trimester. Peru has an extremely high RI of importation of goods carrying Medfly in the
first trimester of the year, while Mexico in the second. Panama displays the lowest risk
in the first trimester of the year, with even lower risk in the latter two. Colombia presents
no risk in the third trimester of the year.
Pairs of ports of entry and origin countries with the highest tonnage travelled on
routes include Port Everglades – Honduras, where the risk indicators remain in the
range of 0.45-0.46 during the first two trimesters, and slightly drops in the third one
(0.26) (Table 3-3). The second route with the heaviest tonnage is Costa Rica – Tampa
with risk indicators around 0.50, decreasing in the third trimester. Several other routes
with large volume of exported FV show a higher variability in seasonal risk indicator
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values. I can see elevated increased risk from Peru to Miami Seaport in the first
trimester, compared to the two following trimesters of the year.
Discussion
Because of multiple transportation links and a mild climate, the major industry of
Florida – agriculture - is highly vulnerable to invasions. The risk of arrival of one of the
world’s major pest – Medfly - is persistent, the cost of eradication is enormous and the
risk of establishment is real. Currently pest risk assessments (PRA) rely on general
information on which origin locations and commodities carry high risks of pest
infestation (Campbell 2001). This helps the border authorities to target shipments from
specific origins and specific goods on them. However, the seasonal nature of the
population dynamics of various species remains often unaccounted for, and a deeper
understanding of how various seasonal factors can interact, may enhance surveillance
prioritization and efficiency by guiding a strategic allocation of limited resources.
I have shown here that for some pairs of origin countries and ports of entry, key
risk indicators can change sharply depending on the season, whereas for others, this
risk remains proportionally equal, even for seasons with highly variable seasonal
volumes of incoming FV. Some of the major exporters from Latin America sustain a high
climatic suitability for Medfly annually, but I can observe a high variability in the volume
and type of shipped goods depending on the season. As in the case of Peru, the ratio of
goods serving as main Medfly hosts is the highest in the first trimester, and
consequently there is a sharply increased risk of Medfly importation in this trimester to
various ports of entry in Florida. In Nicaragua, the lower risk of Medfly importation in the
second and third trimester can be attributed to a lower ratio of Medfly suitable goods,
and lower environmental suitability in the third trimester compared to the first trimester
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of the year, when the risk is overall significantly higher. I can also observe a high
seasonal variation in interaction between environmental suitability and the types of
items being shipped from Ecuador. The first trimester in this country has a lower
environmental suitability compared to the latter two, but relatively high amount of items
suitable as Medfly host are being exported during this time of year. The second
trimester has a higher environmental suitability, but the majority of shipped items are
classified as not suitable or rarely suitable as Medfly hosts. Consequently, decreased RI
values are observed in the second trimester, medium in the first and highest in the last.
It is important to acknowledge several sources of uncertainty in the modeling
undertaken here. Firstly, while I have made use of some of the most comprehensive
datasets available, the cargo movement data to Florida was limited, with the most
recent records being from 2008. The dynamics of trade, including changing trade
agreements, differences arising from changing commodity prices and supply and
demand, mean that quantities have likely changed in more recent years. A more recent
picture of the commodity movement could enhance the analysis presented here.
Additional sources of uncertainly include the lack of knowledge about the actual
infestation rates of commodities and error that is inherent to the Medfly seasonal
potential presence model. Due to the lack of a systematic sampling scheme at the
border I was unable to validate my model against existing interception data. This type of
approach however, offers potential for identifying inspection gaps. The models have
been built on the most comprehensive dataset of Medfly occurrence points yet
assembled (Szyniszewska and Tatem, in review), but this still has a limited amount of
data in many parts of the world. I do not have information about the spatial location of
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fields where almost 300 plants known as Medfly hosts are grown. Therefore, I could
only rely on the political boundaries of regions where Medfly is known to be present.
It is clear that great seasonal variations in Medfly presence around the world and
commodity imports to Florida occur and there remains significant potential to utilize
such information in allocation of inspection and surveillance resources. Various origin
points, commodity types and seasons can be ranked according to their seasonal risk,
which can result in recommendations on proportionately higher or lower inspection
focus at different times of year. Commodities at higher risk in a certain season could be
subjected to more intensive surveillance rates, while the pathways ranked as low could
be subjected to minimal surveillance and the remaining resources used for higher risk
pathways. This methodology could be applied for any other invasive organism of
concern, which is subject to seasonal population dynamics that result in significant
variability in population densities, and has seasonal variations in host commodity import
rates, and also to any other state in the country, or country in the World.
Conclusions
Quantifying and accounting spatially for various seasonal aspects of commodity
flow to ports of entry can serve as a useful tool in order to prioritize and optimize the
border surveillance. For species that are highly sensitive to environmental conditions
that display strong seasonal patterns in distributions and abundances, and in markets
subjected to seasonally varying demand, the seasonal modeling of import risk can be
crucial in terms of predicting not only the highest risk pathways and origin points but
also the time of year when the risk is the highest. Such an approach has the potential to
be applied to any invasive insect species, or any organism subject to seasonal
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population dynamics and density in any country concerned with invasive organism
introduction.
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Table 3-1. Seasonal risk indicators for commodities entering ports of entry in Florida
(PRI) from Medfly infested countries according to EPPO (2001). The overall
ratio is an annual risk indicator for certain port.
Total
Port of Entry
Jan-Apr
May-Aug
Sep-Dec
Tonnage
Total Ratio
Port Everglades
0.42
0.35
0.22
4074459.2
0.35
Tampa
0.00
0.48
0.28
1625260.1
0.42
Miami Seaport
0.34
0.27
0.24
1426654.1
0.31
Port Manatee
0.48
0.50
0.30
659801.5
0.42
Cape Canaveral
0.34
0.35
0.25
125924.5
0.30
West Palm Beach 0.00
0.05
0.03
105993.8
0.20
Ft. Pierce
0.00
0.00
0.00
56081.3
0.00
Panama City
0.50
0.53
0.50
46686.5
0.50
Jacksonville
0.20
0.37
0.18
1994.4
0.22
Ft. Lauderdale
0.00
0.50
0.00
117.4
0.50
Fernandina Beach 0.00
0.30
0.25
44.9
0.29
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Table 3-2. Risk indicator for commodities arriving from international origin locations
(ORI). The overall ratio is an annual risk indicator for certain country.
Overall
Origin
Jan-Apr
May-Aug Sep-Dec Total Tonnage Ratio
Costa Rica
0.44
0.47
0.27
2399155
0.41
Honduras
0.44
0.45
0.26
2239555
0.41
Guatemala
0.41
0.40
0.23
1942865
0.35
Peru
0.86
0.30
0.22
192101
0.46
Ecuador
0.55
0.42
0.58
191366
0.53
Panama
0.24
0.48
0.43
125303
0.32
Colombia
0.51
0.28
0.00
68963
0.35
Mexico
0.51
0.60
0.56
53702
0.53
Nicaragua
0.44
0.28
0.15
40824
0.35
Brazil
0.11
0.30
0.64
36836
0.38
Venezuela
0.49
0.50
0.45
22027
0.48
Argentina
0.04
0.23
0.30
11128
0.11
El Salvador
0.43
0.15
0.19
10175
0.26
Spain
0.30
0.00
0.00
331
0.02
Guinea
1.00
0.00
1.00
111
0.44
Cote D`Ivoire 0.00
0.50
0.00
18
0.50
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Table 3-3. Highest total tonnage origin-destination pairs and their seasonal port of entryorigin risk indicators (PORI).
Origin
JanMaySepTotal
Overall
Port of Entry
Country
Apr
Aug
Dec
Tonnage
Ratio
Port Everglades Honduras
0.45
0.46
0.26
1,787,196 0.41
Tampa
Costa Rica
0.47
0.50
0.30
1,115,584 0.44
Port Everglades Guatemala
0.44
0.44
0.24
927,991
0.38
Port Everglades Costa Rica
0.38
0.39
0.22
603,018
0.34
Port Manatee
Costa Rica
0.48
0.50
0.30
532,246
0.43
Tampa
Guatemala
0.41
0.37
0.24
484,500
0.36
Miami Seaport
Honduras
0.41
0.37
0.26
405,460
0.40
Miami Seaport
Guatemala
0.33
0.27
0.17
317,797
0.28
Miami Seaport
Costa Rica
0.34
0.40
0.23
144,049
0.33
Cape Canaveral Guatemala
0.34
0.35
0.22
115,570
0.30
Miami Seaport
Peru
0.81
0.32
0.28
114,825
0.42
Port Everglades Ecuador
0.56
0.38
0.53
99,602
0.51
Port Manatee
Guatemala
0.47
0.50
0.28
96,985
0.39
Port Everglades Peru
0.89
0.14
0.09
75,658
0.54
Miami Seaport
Panama
0.24
0.47
0.42
75,257
0.31
Miami Seaport
Ecuador
0.57
0.40
0.67
60,388
0.58
Port Everglades Panama
0.23
0.49
0.44
47,104
0.33
Panama City
Mexico
0.50
0.53
0.50
46,686
0.50
West Palm
Beach
Honduras
0.48
0.43
0.30
44,853
0.47
Port Everglades Colombia
0.50
0.29
0.27
36,149
0.35
Miami Seaport
Nicaragua
0.40
0.20
0.06
26,180
0.31
Port Manatee
Ecuador
0.50
0.50
0.50
21,707
0.50
Miami Seaport
Brazil
0.38
0.35
0.71
19,707
0.57
Port Everglades Brazil
0.05
0.13
0.44
16,959
0.14
Port Everglades Nicaragua
0.54
0.46
0.21
13,733
0.42
Port Everglades Venezuela
0.50
0.50
0.44
12,467
0.48
Tampa
Colombia
0.50
0.30
0.30
12,296
0.34
Miami Seaport
Colombia
0.55
0.17
0.18
11,113
0.35
Tampa
Ecuador
0.50
0.50
0.58
9,669
0.51
Miami Seaport
Venezuela
0.47
0.49
0.46
9,495
0.47
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Figure 3-1. Top maritime importers of fruits and vegetables (FV) to Florida (2004-2008)
according to the total volume in tonnes. Commodities are classified according
to their Medfly host status.

Figure 3-2. The total tonnage of fruits and vegetable (FV) imported to Florida between
2004 and 2008 from worldwide origin countries via maritime pathway.
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Figure 3-3. Total volume of fruit and vegetable maritime imports in each Florida ports
between 2004-2008.
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Figure 3-4. Share of maritime fruits and vegetable imports that carry main, occasional
or no host for Medfly classified by total tonnage for 2004-2008.
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Figure 3-5. Intraannual and interannual variability in the incoming volume of FV imports
to Florida via maritime pathway between 2004 and 2008.

Figure 3-6. Intraannual variability in the total volume of incoming maritime fruit and
vegetable (FV) imports to Florida per port of entry (2004-2008).
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Figure 3-7. Seasonal risk factors for Medfly importation.
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CHAPTER 4
ANALYZING SEASONAL IMPORTATION RISK INDICATORS FOR MEDITERRANEAN
FRUIT FLY VIA AIR PASSENGER TRAFFIC TO FLORIDA
Background
Traffic connections greatly enhance both intended and unintended spread of
organisms, including invasive pest species (Klassen et al. 2002; Drake and Lodge 2004;
Tatem et al. 2006a; Westphal et al. 2008; Hulme 2009). Air travel has seen the most
rapid rise in recent decades with a steady growth at about 5.9% per annum in 2011
(IATA 2012). There are about 30 million scheduled flights per year with the number of
passengers transported annually exceeding 2.8 billion (IATA 2012). The increasing
reach of the air traffic network and volumes carried on it are being mirrored by
increasing rates of migration and dispersal of species. Disease carrying mosquitos have
been shown to have survived long-haul flights in aircraft cabins (Lounibos 2002; Tatem
et al. 2006b; Benedict et al. 2007) and many invasive pest species are being found in
both cargo and passenger luggage (Work et al. 2005; Liebhold et al. 2006; McCullough
et al. 2006). While air travel means that distance is posing a rapidly diminishing obstacle
to the spread of invasive pests, the number of individuals travelling on a route (a
surrogate for “propagule pressure”) and the environmental conditions an invasive
species encounters are still fundamental constraints to establishment (Levine and
D’Antonio 2003; Drake and Lodge 2004; Lockwood et al. 2005; Tatem and Hay 2007;
Lockwood et al. 2009; Tatem 2009).
Mediterranean fruit fly, Ceratitis capitata (Medfly) (Wiedemann) is considered one
of the world’s most destructive pests with over 250 hosts, and is present in Europe, the
Americas, Australia and the Pacific region, including Hawaii (Liquido et al. 1990;
Papadopoulos et al. 2001b; Papadopoulos et al. 2001a; Papadopoulos et al. 2002). It
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has the potential for tremendous economic damage and eradication costs are hugely
expensive. It is estimated that the cost of each of its previous multiple incursions into
the US (eradication and industry loss) ranged from $300,000 to $200 million and the
cost of potential establishment is estimated at $821 million or more per year (APHIS
1992). Medfly outbreaks in California during the past 25 years have cost taxpayers
nearly $500 million, while the Medfly outbreak in Florida's Tampa Bay region in 1997
resulted in $25 million spent on eradication (Cross 2004)..
While the international air travel network is constantly expanding and traffic on it
increasing also, the resources for surveillance and in consequence the rates of
organism interceptions at borders have not kept up this the steady rise (Klassen et al.
2002; McCullough et al. 2006). US border agencies maintain a record of pest
interceptions at the border, known as PestID database (formerly PIN). Between 1984
and 2000, 725,000 pest entries were recorded by this database. Among those as much
as 73% occurred at airports and only 9% at marine ports (McCullough et al. 2006). More
than half of those interceptions were associated with small parcels and baggage carried
by travelers. In total, insects represented 73.5 to 84.6% interceptions each year. Miami,
JFK and Los Angeles airports accounted for 43% of all interceptions. In Florida, 69% of
interceptions occurred on shipments that arrived from South and Central America and
22% from the Caribbean. Roughly 62% were associated with baggage, 30% associated
with cargo and 7% with plant propagative material. Dobbs and Brodel (2004) undertook
a study that surveyed randomly selected cargo aircrafts arriving to Miami International
Airport between September 1998 and August 1999 in order to look for hitchhiking
insects. They found that overall infestation rates were ‘unacceptably’ high at 10.4%. Air
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passenger luggage is known to be a major pathway of Medfly entry into United States,
most commonly through transported fruits (Liebhold et al. 2006). The numbers of
interceptions are positively related to the volume of traffic from that country and
negatively associated with the GDP of that country. It has sustained a steady level of
arrival to US that can explain the repeated detection of this insect in southern California
even after its repeated eradication (Liebhold et al. 2006).
Evidence exists that the arrival rates of many invasive organisms and population
dynamics at their origin locations show strong seasonal patterns (Caton et al. 2006;
Liebhold et al. 2006; Escudero‐Colomar et al. 2008). Accounting for seasonality in
tailoring passenger luggage screening and surveillance strategies, may enhance
efficiency in utilization of limited resources at the border. This research aims to quantify
the seasonally changing risks of importation of one of the most economically significant
pest species to Florida, a state that is highly vulnerable to economically damaging
biological invasions due to its mild climate, strong international transport links and its
main industry being agriculture. Here I utilize global spatial datasets of relevance to
Medfly historical presence, lifecycle, environmental preferences and a global passenger
air travel flow model, to estimate how various risk factors interplay in Medfly
transportation risk. I account for seasonally changing Medfly environmental suitability at
the airport of origin and the rates of international arrivals from various origins to the
major airports in the state of Florida.
Methods
Passenger flow data and airport locations
Airport coordinates, city name and IATA airport code were obtained for 3,416
airports from the Flightstats (www.flightstats.com) website. Information on flight routes
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and scheduled seat capacity on each flight by month for 2010 were purchased from
OAG International (www.oag.com). Directly connected airports pairs were utilized to
construct a graph of international air travel connections to Florida in 2010, consisting of
103 nodes and 133 edges. This dataset is however limited in estimating the actual
passenger flow, as flights often do not operate at full capacity and therefore it tends to
overestimate the actual flow. Moreover, it provides information only on point-to-point
connections and thus itineraries requiring transfers are not captured (Johansson et al.
2011; Huang and Tatem 2013; Huang et al. 2013). Actual passenger flow data exist but
remain costly and difficult to obtain for research purposes due to prohibitive costs and
significant confidentiality and legal restrictions. Therefore, for the passenger flow
analysis I utilized an open-access modeled passenger flow matrix for the global air
network in 2010 (Huang et al. 2013).In brief, travel volumes on routes were modeled
based on primarily publicly available datasets under a generalized linear model network.
To reflect the complex hierarchical network in which cities are situated, G-Econ data for
local area Purchasing Power Parity (PPP) per capita were utilized
(http://gecon.yale.edu/) as covariate to reflect the economic links of the airport region.
Due to computational power limitations, only airports serving cities of populations of
100,000 or more were included in the model. Predicted flows for routes were
constructed based on the adjacency matrix defined by the OAG dataset, and actual
travel volumes for training and validation were extracted and assembled from various
transportation organizations in the USA, Canada and the European Union. (Huang et al.
2013).
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A subset of 813 airports which connect to one of the airports in Florida via
modeled air traffic flow was extracted from the passenger flow matrix (Huang et al.
2013). This included the origin, the number of stops (between 0 to 2), the final travel
destination and the estimated number of passengers taking this route annually.
Medfly distribution
Medfly seasonal environmental suitability maps were used in order to estimate
pest’s presence level at locations surrounding each airport of origin (Szyniszewska and
Tatem, in review). Records from 1980 until present day from the most up to data
collection of data on Medfly presence were used to model seasonal environmental
suitability for Medfly using the Maximum Entropy species distribution modeling algorithm
(MaxEnt) combined with a set of seasonally varying environmental variables, including
minimum, mean and maximum temperature, minimum, maximum and sum of the
rainfall, normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) and digital elevation model
(DEM) (Szyniszewska and Tatem, in review). Three seasons were chosen in the study:
January-April, May-August and September-December. These particular seasons depict
well the seasonality in Medfly activity on both hemispheres. The output of this work was
utilized here to classify areas around each airport in the countries where Medfly is
officially present (EPPO 2001), according to its infestation risk. In order to establish a
risk weighting, a 200km circular buffer was drawn around each airport location, and
descriptive statistics across all grid cells per buffer were calculated (mean x, standard
deviation s and maximum max). According to these results network ‘nodes’ (regions
around airports) were classified as being at low risk for Medfly presence (weight = 0.2) if
x was lower or equal to 0.1, max was lower or equal to 0.8 and s was lower or equal to
0.15. Airport regions were categorized as medium risk for Medfly presence and
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assigned weight 0.6 if x value was less or equal to 0.3 and max was less or equal to
0.9. In all other instances, the airport region was classified as high risk for Medfly
presence and the assigned risk weight was 1 (Equation 4-1).

low  0.2  x  0.1  max  0.8  s  0.15
medium  0.6  ( x  0.3  max  0.9)
high  1  x  low  medium

(4-1)

Risk indicator calculations
Three risk indicator values were calculated for an airport of origin, destination
and a pair of origin-destination locations in order to assess the relative ratio of
passengers at risk and compare it between three seasons. The values were obtained by
weighting the actual passenger flow by the Medfly presence risk at the origin, and
dividing it by the passenger flow number on the route. For each airport in Florida (i) and
each passenger itinerary start location (l) I calculated the passenger flow pij. I further
divided this number by the three seasons of interest (j) to receive seasonally adjusted
flow pijl. The risk indicators for passengers arriving from all international origin locations
to a Florida airport i in season j were defined as ARIij. The risk indicators for
commodities arriving from an origin airport l in season j were defined as ORIjl. The risk
indicator for an airport i in season j from origin l are defined as AORIijl. ojl stands for the
seasonal presence risk at the airport of origin, p stands for the passenger number,
where pijl is the total passenger numbers at a port of entry I, in season j and for origin l
(Equation 4-2).
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Interception data
In order to compare the highest volumes and risk routes with the border
inspection surveillance, I examined Medfly interception data at US ports of entry from
the Port Information Network (PIN) database. The database tracks interceptions in
agricultural commodities in cargo, air passenger baggage and other conveyances. The
database dates back to 1984 and was maintained by USDA-APHIS-PPQ up until 2003.
Starting in March 2003 the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) took over the
inspection activities, and PIN was renamed as PestID. I received access to the records
from the 2003-2008 time period. The database provides detailed information on the
ports of entry and origins and types of commodities where the pest has been found,
species name, taxonomic order, date, name of pest, the part of the plant where the pest
was found and various other information. It is limited to information about cases where
an actionable pest has been found. It is important to note that due to the lack of a
systematic sampling scheme, and varying detection priorities due to changing
commodities and pests of concern and additionally lack of records of negative
inspection results, these data are not statistically valid for estimating approach rates of
nonindigenous species into the US (Work et al. 2005). Pearson’s pairwise correlation
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statistics was used to compare the interception numbers with the Medfly presence risk
weight adjusted passenger volume from specific countries for each season.
Results
Seat capacity on direct flight connections to Florida
Miami airport contained the highest number of international direct connections
(77), followed by Orlando International Airport (29) and Fort Lauderdale (12). This order
is also reflected in seat capacity on international connections, with Miami (MIA) having
about 11.7 million seats on incoming flights in 2010, including over 6 million seats
annually from countries where Medfly is officially present. Three additional airports
maintain direct connections with countries where Medfly is officially present – Orlando
(over 400,000 seats annually, representing 17% of seat capacity on international
connections) and Fort Lauderdale (63,000, representing only 6% of total seat capacity
on international routes). The traffic in terms of seat capacity on individual international
direct connections to Florida in 2010 is shown in Figure 4-1. The highest number of
seats on scheduled flights comes from Canada, United Kingdom and Puerto Rico.
There are multiple connections with the Caribbean region, Central and South America
and Western Europe. The highest seat capacities on direct connections from Medfly
infested locations come from Mexico, Brazil and Colombia. I plotted the cumulative seat
capacity on the routes with the highest seat capacity volumes by trimesters and
concluded that no significant seasonal trend can be observed (Figure 4-2).
Passenger flows
The passenger flow model provides a much broader picture of the actual flow of
passengers to Florida from international locations. The model includes connections to
Florida airports from 666 origin locations worldwide, including 350 locations from Medfly
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infested countries. The network contains a total of 674 nodes (i.e. points) and 2797
edges (i.e. links), including 1453 edges between Florida airports and departure points
located within countries or regions where Medfly is established according to EPPO
(2001). The countries with the highest number of passengers arriving to Florida each
year include Colombia, Canada, Haiti, United Kingdom and Mexico. Notably, there is a
high flow of passengers from countries where Medfly is established, such as Brazil,
Ecuador, Costa Rica, Guatemala, Honduras, Bolivia and Panama (Figure 4-3 and 4-4).
The airports with the highest number of arriving passengers (over 500,000 annually)
include Miami, Orlando and Fort Lauderdale. Tampa, Sanford, St. Petersburg,
Tallahassee and Gainesville receive considerably less international passenger arrivals
(below 250,000 each). Figure 4-5 shows the estimated annual international passenger
flows to selected airports as estimated by the flow model and considering the seat
capacity on direct connections only. Miami receives the highest share of arrivals,
followed by Orlando and Fort Lauderdale. The lowest number of arrivals who started
their journey outside of the US is received by smaller airports, including St. Petersburg,
Tallahassee and Gainesville.
Seasonal risk indicators and passenger flow
Considering the passenger volume flow adjusted by the seasonal risk of Medfly
presence at the origin from international origin points, as a share of total international
arrivals, there is a high variability in the ratio of passengers at risk vs. passengers at no
risk between various ports (Figure 4-6). The major arrival airport of Miami receives
around 60% of the ‘risk’ passengers annually, with comparable percentages seen for
Gainesville and Tallahassee. Fort Lauderdale has a ratio of less than 40%, with the
lowest number in the first trimester of the year, while Orlando and St. Petersburg show
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values of 29% and 24% respectively, with similar ratios year-round. The lowest numbers
of passengers at risk arrive into Tampa and Orlando Sanford airport.
Figure 4-7 shows a 3-panel map illustrating the risk- adjusted volume of
passenger flows to Florida per trimester. The modeled seasonal Medfly environmental
suitability at the origin countries or regions where Medfly is officially present according
to EPPO (2001) is shown. Origin airports classified according to the risk level of
seasonal Medfly presence and their seasonally weighted flow of passengers at risk is
also shown. The model identifies 812 origin locations from which passengers arrive to
Florida, and I plot only those in Medfly infested countries. Seasonal changes in the
Medfly environmental suitability at the port of origin are combined with the changing flow
of origin weight risk adjusted passenger volumes on the pathways. I observed a
decreased volume of passengers from Medfly suitable regions in Europe between
January and April, due to less suitable climatic conditions for Medfly development
during those months. This risk increases to medium and high in the following two
trimesters of the year. Most of the Central and South American origin regions maintain
high or medium environmental suitability for Medfly all year round. Most of the origin
regions located in Central America and eastern Brazil have environmental suitability
classified as medium between September and December, and therefore the volume of
passengers at risk is lower compared to the rest of the year. The majority of African
origin regions also sustain a high level of risk for most of the year, with some variability
in Western Africa, when the risk is at medium level for most of the year in northern
locations. It is clear that all regions are relatively well connected with Florida, both in
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terms of the number of itineraries and the volume of passengers travelling between
those locations.
Summary tables present the risk indicator scores for origin locations (ORI),
Florida destination airport (ARI) and pair of origin-destination ports (AORI) respectively
(Table 4-1, 4-2 and 4-3). In Table 4-1 the origin risk indicators (ORI) for the main
international airports in Medfly infested countries to Florida according to the total annual
passenger numbers are presented. The airports are divided according to several world
regions. The highest volume of passengers to Florida comes from Central and South
America. Relatively lower passenger numbers arrive from Europe, Africa and the Middle
East. As a corollary to results presented in Figure 4-7, the locations in South America
tend to maintain high suitability at the origin locations all year round, while many origin
regions in Central America have a lower suitability between September and December.
Europe, Africa and the Middle East display the highest variability in seasonal suitability
for Medfly.
Table 4-2 presents the airport risk indicators (ARI), which represents the risk
adjusted origin Medfly suitability volume of passengers arriving to each airport. The first
set of risk indicators applies to the seasonal origin risk adjusted volume of passengers
compared to the total volume of passengers from locations where Medfly is present,
and the second set of risk indicators compares the risk adjusted volume to the total
volume of international arrivals. Miami (MIA) not only has the highest volume of
international arrivals (over 2 million) but also the highest ratio of arrivals from Medfly
present origin locations (0.67). Gainesville airport has the lowest number of international
arrivals, but does have a similarly high ratio (0.63). Orlando (MCO) and Fort Lauderdale
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(FLL) follow Miami in terms of the number of international passenger arrivals, however
the ratios of arrivals from Medfly present countries are much lower (0.31 and 0.42
respectively). While FLL has ARI are close to 1 between January and August, this risk
becomes lower in the last four months of the year. Miami sustains a relatively stable risk
all year round, with a slight decrease in the fall. The lowest risk in the first four months
of the year is at Orlando Sanford Airport (SFB) (0.71), with even lower risks shown
when the volume of passengers at risk is compared to all international arrivals (0.09).
Table 4-3 presents AORI scores for chosen pairs of destination airports and
some of the main origin regions for each. Most of the major origins include locations in
Central and South America (mostly Guatemala, Mexico, Costa Rica and Colombia), but
also locations in Europe (Paris, Zurich, Tel Aviv) and Africa (Kinshasa and Bamako).
Interception data
The total number of interception records for Medfly in Florida for 2003-2008
displays high seasonal variability with two peaks in May and July (Figure 4-8). Medfly
sustains a relatively high arrival rate to the US, including Florida, mostly via the means
of passenger luggage (Liebhold et al. 2006). The most common hosts include peach
(Prunus persica), citruses and Annona muricata (Table 4-4). The most common origin of
intercepted luggage with Medfly infested items is Europe (59 interceptions), South
America (26), Central America (15) and North Africa and the Middle East (4). The
highest number of interceptions from Europe occurred in July (42), with some in August
(1), November (1), March (3) and May (12). Unsurprisingly, weak correlations (r<0.15)
between the number of insect interceptions and the Medfly presence risk adjusted
volume by season were found.
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Discussion
Increasing the effectiveness of border inspection targeting efforts under limited
resources and increasing global travel will be reliant upon an improved evidence base
and understanding of pest importation dynamics. This study has focused on one of the
most economically significant pests, that is sustaining a high level of arrivals to Florida,
where it can potentially become established and cause substantial economic damages
as a result. Medfly has been known to arrive into Florida via shipped commodities and
air passenger luggage. Previous analyses have examined commodity trends (Chapter
3). Here I have utilized a global air passenger flow matrix to estimate the arrivals from
various world destinations to the airports in Florida. Further, because Medfly is very
climate-sensitive and its population dynamics rely heavily on weather conditions, I have
examined the seasonal environmental suitability at origin airport regions according to
their risk of Medfly presence and population density at a particular time of year. Through
combining incoming passenger volumes with climatic suitabilities, I can shed light on the
varying proportions in terms of volume and risk of airline baggage that may arrive to
destinations in Florida from Medfly present origins for three different seasons of the
year.
The results highlight how well connected Florida is to the majority of Medflypresent regions of the World, The strongest ‘propagule pressure’ (in terms of the
number of passengers travelling) comes from locations in Central and South America,
as well as the Caribbean. The Caribbean region is officially Medfly free at present, and
therefore excluded from the analyses. Locations in Central and South America have the
highest volume of passenger flow to Florida and also display highest levels of
environmental suitability all year round compared to other regions, and a relatively high
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number of Medfly have been found on fruit in passenger luggage from these regions.
Relatively smaller numbers of passengers and significantly lower environmental
suitability is observed for Europe. However, the highest number of pest interceptions
according to PestID database comes from this continent and the majority of
interceptions occurred in the summer, which is expected. Three interceptions that
occurred in early spring month (March) arrived from the UK and could possibly be not
correctly classified – the goods carried most likely arrived from another location.
My results rely on two modeling approaches, and each are subject to a range of
uncertainties and limitations. The first set of uncertainties stems from the seasonal
Medfly environmental suitability model, which is built on the most comprehensive
dataset of Medfly presence points yet assembled, but is likely still missing information
from many locations, is built on data that may be prone to errors in the reported spatial
and temporal references, as well as lacking consistency in sampling methodology.
Further, while a detailed set of global seasonal environmental covariate datasets has
been assembled and utilized in the modeling here, there are many factors that influence
Medfly presence and abundance for which global spatial data do not exist, i.e. the
distribution of competitor species and host. Finally, the seasonal variation in
environmental suitability is subject to interannual variation and the presented results
represent merely the mean values. A second set of uncertainties stems from limitations
in the global passenger flow matrix model. Firstly, the model represents a 2010
snapshot and therefore does not account for recent changes in routes and increases in
passenger volumes. Secondly, the model assumes that the passengers will utilize the
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nearest airport, but this is not always the case. Moreover, longer haul international
flights with 3 or more connections are not represented.
A lack of information and deep understanding on the mechanisms governing
Medfly dispersal also represents a limitation. Firstly, it's likely that the number of
passengers arriving from certain locations does not directly translate to the amount of
carried luggage, or carried fruits and vegetables within this luggage. Regional variations
related to a country’s Gross Domestic Product, the nature of travel and trip length are
likely to exist (Liebhold et al. 2006). While the border interception data provides valuable
information on possible pathways, due to the lack of systematic sampling scheme it is
unfortunately subject to a range of biases. Firstly, passengers from some regions may
tend to be screened more by border authorities. Also, inspectors may focus their
attention on inspecting certain types of fruits from Central and South America commonly
infested with other types of pests of concern (e.g. Anastrepha) and thus be less likely to
inspect citruses for Medfly presence (APHIS 1992). Moreover, the fact that few fruit fly
interceptions occur in cargo compared to baggage, does not necessarily indicate that
more fruit fly individuals arrive via the latter. Due to the much larger volume of fruits and
vegetables arriving by cargo ship, and more complex inspection procedures, fruit cutting
is not routinely performed at most locations during ship boarding and clearance. Finally,
knowledge is lacking on how many individuals may be sufficient to establish a
successful new Medfly colony at the arrival location. Improved knowledge about
propagule pressures on these pathways would help immensely in more precise
identification of pathways at risk.
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As inspection agencies attempt to prioritize their inspection efforts, this work
sheds light on potential inspection gaps and proposes a new approach to enable the
consideration of seasonal factors of Medfly interception risk. It may help in identification
of ports of entries at relatively increased or decreased infestation risk and highlights
how these risks change in time between seasons. All of the interceptions in Florida
between 2003 and 2008 occurred at Miami airport, but there are multiple air and
seaports of entry at risk. The proposed methodology could also be employed in the
modeling of other high priority pests, providing an evidence base for guiding how
surveillance efforts could be redistributed accordingly.
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Table 4-1. Main origin airports by region from the Medfly infested countries arriving to
Florida according to the largest total passenger numbers. For each season
origin risk indicator (ORI) is given.
Airport
IATA
JanMaySepTotal passenger
Region
Country
code
Apr
Aug
Dec
No
Central
Mexico
MEX
1
1
1
174085
America
Guatemala GUA
1
1
0.6
129062
Honduras
SAP
1
1
0.6
92398
Mexico
CUN
1
1
0.6
86221
Panama
PTY
1
1
1
82470
Costa Rica LIR
1
1
0.6
69761
Costa Rica SJO
1
1
0.6
69720
South
Colombia
MDE
1
1
0.6
125494
America
Colombia
BOG
1
1
1
122783
Colombia
CLO
1
1
1
93781
Ecuador
UIO
1
1
1
92657
Bolivia
VVI
1
1
1
91175
Colombia
CTG
1
1
1
84527
Ecuador
GYE
1
1
1
80702
Brazil
REC
1
0.6
1
71480
Europe
France
CDG
0.2
1
0.6
48541
Italy
FCO
0.6
1
1
39035
Italy
MXP
0.2
0.6
0.6
20513
Austria
VIE
0.2
0.6
0.2
1368
Bulgaria
VAR
0.2
0.6
1
668
Africa and
Congo
FIH
1
1
1
16062
Middle
East
Nigeria
ABV
1
1
1
2860
Burkina
Faso
OUA
0.2
0.6
0.6
1476
Cape Verde RAI
1
0.6
1
1468
Cameroon
DLA
1
1
1
977
Israel
TLV
0.6
0.6
0.6
954
Egypt
CAI
0.6
0.6
1
1025
Morocco
CMN
0.6
0.6
1
975
Benin
COO
1
1
1
929
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Table 4-2. Main destination airports in Florida according to the largest total passenger
numbers. For each season, an airport risk indicator (ARI) is given.
ARI: Medfly countries only

Destination

JanApr

MIA
MCO

ARI-all international arrivals

May-Aug

SepDec

Annual
passenger
volume

Arrivals
ratio
from
Medfly
countries

0.63
0.30

0.64
0.30

0.58
0.27

2080149
937268

0.67
0.31

0.75
0.89

0.42
0.17

0.42
0.17

0.32
0.16

615017
225657

0.42
0.18

0.84
0.95

0.87
0.88

0.09
0.25

0.10
0.26

0.11
0.24

91943
9282

0.12
0.27

0.96
0.94

0.83
0.82

0.54
0.57

0.55
0.59

0.48
0.52

5610
1190

0.57
0.63

May-Aug

SepDec

Jan-Apr

0.93
0.97

0.96
0.98

0.86
0.89

FLL
TPA

0.99
0.93

1.00
0.93

SFB
PIE

0.71
0.92

TLH
GNV

0.95
0.90
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Table 4-3. Pairs of selected origin-destination airports. For each season, an airportorigin risk indicator (AORI) is given.
Destination Origin
Jan-Apr May-Aug Sep-Dec
Total Passenger No
FLL
BOG
1
1
1
32958
FLL
CUN
1
1
0.6
23588
FLL
CDG
0.2
1
0.6
470
FLL
MAD
0.6
0.6
1
177
GNV
MEX
1
1
1
74
GNV
CUN
1
1
0.6
20
GNV
TLV
0.6
0.6
0.6
16
TLH
GUA
1
1
0.6
281
TLH
MEX
1
1
1
266
TLH
SJO
1
1
0.6
108
TPA
GUA
1
1
0.6
2348
TPA
REC
1
0.6
1
1417
TPA
FOR
1
0.6
0.6
673
TPA
RAI
1
0.6
1
640
MIA
UIO
1
1
1
89949
MIA
MDE
1
1
0.6
75350
MIA
REC
1
0.6
1
69575
MIA
CDG
0.2
1
0.6
45546
PIE
GUA
1
1
0.6
288
PIE
OUA
0.2
0.6
0.6
72
PIE
SJO
1
1
0.6
26
MCO
MEX
1
1
1
78878
MCO
BOG
1
1
1
45600
MCO
PTY
1
1
1
34092
MCO
ZRH
0.2
0.6
0.6
718
SFB
HRE
1
1
1
1349
SFB
BKO
0.2
0.6
0.6
876
SFB
FIH
1
1
1
795
SFB
VAR
0.2
0.6
1
288
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Table 4-4. Type of host and the number of Medfly interception at Miami airport (20032008).
Host
No of interceptions
Annona muricata
12
Annona squamosa
3
Capsicum annuum
1
Capsicum sp.
6
Citrus sp.
13
Malus sp.
1
Mangifera indica
9
Manilkara zapota
3
Pouteria sapota
2
Prunus avium
1
Prunus persica
33
Prunus sp.
6
Punica granatum
4
Pyrus communis
1
Terminalia catappa
5
Unknown Fruit
4
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Figure 4-1. Direct international connections to Florida and the annual seat capacity total
on those routes (OAG2010).

Figure 4-2. The seasonal seat capacity total on incoming flights to Florida from the 15 th
highest volume countries of origin.
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Figure 4-3. Countries with the highest number of passenger arrivals to Florida (up to 2
connections). Countries marked with an asterisk(*) indicate countries where
Medfly is known to be present (EPPO 2001).

Figure 4-4. Countries that have Medfly officially present with the highest number of
arriving passengers to Florida (up to 2 connections) by destination airport.
TPA – Tampa, TLH – Tallahassee, SFB – Orlando Sanford, PIE – St.
Petersburg-Clearwater, MIA – Miami, MCO – Orlando, GNV – Gainesville,
FLL – Fort Lauderdale.
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Figure 4-5. Medfly suitability-adjusted numbers of passengers arriving from Medflyinfested countries compared to the international arrivals total. TPA – Tampa,
TLH – Tallahassee, SFB – Orlando Sanford, PIE – St. Petersburg-Clearwater,
MIA – Miami, MCO – Orlando, GNV – Gainesville, FLL – Fort Lauderdale.

Figure 4-6. Ratio of passengers arriving from Medfly-infested countries (total number
for each trimester is adjusted by suitability weight value).
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Figure 4-7. Three panel map illustrating the Medly-suitability adjusted volume of
passenger flows to Florida per season. Origin airports are marked according
to their environmental suitability category for Medfly.

Figure 4-8. Number of Medfly interceptions in passenger luggage at Miami International
Airport (MIA) between 2003 and 2008 according to PestID.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSIONS
Geography bridges various sciences by offering tools and approaches to handle
both human and environmental datasets using quantitative methods. These
characteristics make geography attractive to other disciplines, policy makers and
governmental agencies. Global data is becoming more accessible, less expensive and
increasingly comprehensive every year. This massive flow of multi-disciplinary
information, combined with constantly increasing computer processing power, offers an
exciting promise for further growth of geography as an overarching and synthesizing
discipline able to handle problems on regional, global and multi-temporal scale.
This study is an example of geography research that combines methodologies
and information from a broad set of sciences in order to tackle an interdisciplinary
problem. The main purpose of this work was to quantify and combine various seasonal
factors that contribute to changing risks of arrival of one of the most economically
significant pest species, Medfly, to Florida. Seasonal population dynamics at the origin
locations driven by environmental factors, the properties of commodity imports and the
characteristics of the air passenger movement have all been accounted for. Although it
has been shown in the literature that both climate and the number of individuals
transported contribute to invasion success, few studies exist that combine the two.
Very few studies attempt to model species distributions seasonally, and these
studies are usually performed on local or regional scales. For species highly sensitive to
environmental conditions that display strong seasonal patterns in distributions and
abundances, seasonal modeling of environmental suitability can be crucial in terms of
understanding and predicting when and where a pest is most likely to be at the peak or
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trough of its population activity. In Chapter 1 Medfly ecological niche suitability models
are presented that employ the most comprehensive dataset on its occurrence
assembled to date, as a result of extensive literature search for Medfly presence
records. The distribution model outputs represent the first global assessment of the
seasonally changing potential distribution of Medfly, illustrating the significant shifts in
environmental suitability that occur throughout a typical year.
Quantifying and accounting spatially for various seasonal aspects of commodity
flow to ports of entry is another factor analyzed here that can serve as an evidencebase for guiding border surveillance strategies. Chapter 3 analyses the properties of
maritime cargo shipments to Florida, with an emphasis on fruits and vegetable imports
and the particular commodities that can serve as Medfly hosts. In markets subjected to
seasonally varying demand, the seasonal modeling of import risk can be crucial in terms
of predicting not only the highest risk pathways and origin regions, but also the time of
year when the risk is highest. As Medfly is most commonly intercepted on passenger
luggage, in Chapter 4 contemporary world air passenger flow data are utilized to assess
passenger flows to Florida from various international origin locations. Information about
changing seasonal environmental suitability for Medfly at the origin locations is
compared with the volume of passengers arriving from world-wide destinations to ports
of entry in the state.
A new approach has been presented here for assessing how Medfly importation
risk changes according to origin, destination and season, which can aid various
inspection and control activities. First of all, it can facilitate prioritization and optimization
of the border surveillance efforts struggling with limited resources and staffing. It can
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also be used to target interventions, enable or deny seasonal trade, track commodity
areas of countries, define data acquisition at ports of entry, and be incorporated into risk
assessments for commodity importation. This methodology, in principle, has potential to
be applied to any invasive insect species, or any organism subject to seasonal
population dynamics and density in a country/state concerned with invasive organism
introduction via air passenger luggage and can be widely adoptable both in scientific
and policy-making community.
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